“The Grand Plan Enhancement”
(Operation Gukuradzviti)
Highly confidential
TO OUR BUSINESS PEOPLE, FINANCIERS, AND OTHERS

1. Code xxx

There is nothing like MTHWAKAZI; what a day dream by the MATABELELAND PEOPLE. Code xxx must succeed within 5 years. Whoever coined that a leopard does not shed its spots or a young of a snake is a snake as it kills was not mistaken and must be commended for such articulation. We have seen the fulfillment of these words in the presence of the Ndebele people among us. They have spoilt our progress and destroyed civilization and our nationhood. To curb these settlers from remaining thorns in our flesh we must revive the objectives of the 1979 Grand Plan. The document must actually be elevated to the status of the Shona Koran. Every Shona must keep it as an emblame of hope hanging in their homes.

2) Enter the MDC

As the MDC we would like to assure you that the real enemy is not the Shonas in Zanu but the Ndebeles in both Zanu and MDC. We continue to strike fear in their hearts but we must do so underground though with speed and caution.

3) Taking over Matabeleland.

When we realized that these Ndebeles were voting in unison against all our political movements we launched the project of importing voters to Matabeleland .This project which began in 2005 has to date seen 70 000Shona settle in Matabeleland and I believe it worked in our favor as witnessed in the 2006 elections which we won convincingly in their areas. The Ndebeles boycotted the elections and our “exports” saved us by turning out to vote in large numbers. This project will continue to be advanced so than in future elections we will do without any Ndebeles.

4) Shona Candidates
One thing to note is the way our Shona candidates have made inroads into Matabeleland constituences.As the MDC, we have managed to impose Shona candidates in Matabeleland which RG failed to do in 28 years. One such example is Grace Tafadzwa Gombani, who stood in Mpopoma -Pelandaba senatorial constituency as Grace Dube for cover up and the Ndebele fools who voted fell for the trap. Their primitive reasoning failed them.

5) The 14 page document
We should also realize the wonders of the 14 page document. It paid us dividends when the primitive Ndebele people switched their little support from Mugabe to us. Surely their fore fathers must be turning in their graves.

6) Sellouts.

The Ndebeles have a history of selling out. It began with their terrorist King Lobengula, who sold our country to the white men for the taste of sugar. Then the imbecile Joshua Nkomo,who surrendered his popularity for a silly cabinet post in our President` s office. We thank this as it left the Ndebeles in serious state of confusion. We must never allow them to recover and unite again; such efforts must be funded tirelessly. Now we have thrown a big uppercut on the Ndebele jaws. Their seemingly stubborn recently Mps gluttony sold out their voters for some two nights in a Botswana hotel, a night in a five Meikles Hotel here at home, cell phones and a few US dollars. Let’s embrace these Mps for a while and totally destroy the Ndebele legacy. The election of the Ndebele Speaker of Parliament Lovemore Moyo meant to blindfold the world not to see our underground plans. They now see us as true democrates yet the man is politically a none starter. He is our chair man by selection not election and we will drop him before he accidentally turns powerful.

7) Bulawayo Agenda

Let’s pay tribute to our Matabeleland pressure groups that are on our side as we continue to achieve our goals. Special thanks to the Bulawayo Agenda and its entire leadership championed by our cadre Godern Moyo who has whipped the Matabeleland population to our ranks. We should with great care award such people. We acknowledge and commend the recent move by our financiers that saw him get a good and decent place of residence.

8) BCC

We have broken the backbone of Matabeleland by invading 
The heart of the Ndebele which is Bulawayo City Council. For years it has remained their pride and symbol of existence. Now our brave Shona warriors are councilors there. We want people to TAURA in council meetings not just for five years but forever. We are currently working on reforming the housing department so that 90% of accommodation belongs to the Shona land lords with the remnants of them remaining our lodgers.

9) Sports
Look at the way their Highlanders is low landing these days. Our current running three-year plan has greatly influenced the recruitment of Shona players including our son Reuben Tsengwa. Our boys are living up it expectation.

10) Challenge
The challenge we are now facing is switching power from aging Zanu-pf geriatrics to our young and more vibrant movement. We are not fighting Zanu domestic policies on our black foreigners but their foreign policy losing credible friends who count the most in critical times such as these.
We acknowledge you as business people who are supporting our struggle for the total Shona hood. Our resolutions must never falter. The Ndebeles must trek back across the Limpopo River to live peevishly among their equally uneducated Zulu brothers. These so called Ngunis never break ties. Thabo Mbeki is trying to empower them through the back door in these tripartite talks .It seems he has passed on the virus to Jacob Zuma who, because of his blood links to Ndebeles may be more dangerous to our programs. We hope the South African courts will rule in a way that weakens these two.

11) Elimination

There are some Ndebeles who must be eliminated in order to achieve our goals. These dissidents continue to enlighten the Ndebele and if they remain unchecked they will hamper our smooth progress.

NB
This document is sensitive and as such should be handled only by officers of Triple X. Spread the gospel to free Shonas. I encourage you to receive this new untainted gift in the form of Morgan for more gain, more freedom and more Shonas.

Remember to use the slogan as you meet .X X X; Xenogeny, Xenomania, Xenophobia”.

